Most recombination takes place in numerous, localized regions called hotspots. However, 30 empirical evidence indicates that nascent hotspots are susceptible to removal due to biased gene 31 conversion, so it is paradoxical that they should be so widespread. Previous modeling work has 32
of longer exons that were closer to the introns/exon border. LOEWE and CHARLESWORTH (2007) expanded the theory by showing that stronger selection on rare, disfavored, nonsynonymous 134 SNPs (background selection) can also contribute substantially to Hill-Robertson interference. evidence that, irrespective of a role for biased gene conversion, selection is a substantial factor 145 leading to the prevalence of preferred codons, at least in Drosophila and some mammals. 146 147
Genetic hitchhiking by neutral modifiers of recombination 148
The studies reviewed in the above section demonstrate that elements, such as hotspots and 149
introns, that increase local recombination rate can increase the efficacy of selection at nearby 150 sites, but not that these elements will themselves be selectively favored and accumulate in the 151 gene pool. However, in a recent series of papers, N. Barton and S. Otto become non-randomly associated with the higher fitness genetic backgrounds that they produce -157 as long as the linkage is sufficiently tight and the strength of selection is not too strong, nor too 158 weak, relative to random genetic drift. This nonrandom association between neutral modifiers of 159 recombination and the high-fitness genetic backgrounds that they generate can be expressed as 160 an "effective selection coefficient" (s e ) on the neutral modifiers of recombination (BARTON and 161
OTTO 2005). 162
Determining a general solution for the magnitude of s e is difficult because of the 163 simplifying assumptions needed to model evolution of neural modifiers of recombination. 164
Nonetheless, OTTO and BARTON (2001) and BARTON and OTTO (2005) have shown that s e can be 165 large enough to overpower drift in species with small N e , and MARTIN et al. (2006) showed that 166 this result can be extended to species with larger N e when the species is divided in smaller demes 167 with limited gene flow. ROZE and BARTON (2006) further showed that even in very large 168 populations without subdivision, s e can be as large as 10% of the value of the average selection 169 coefficient of nearby segregating sites. For pragmatic reasons, nearly all of the recent studies of 170 neutral modifiers of recombination have assumed three loci (one neutral modifier of 171 recombination and two selected loci). ILES et al. (2003) showed that increasing the number of 172 nearby selected sites markedly increase the potential value of s e . One limitation with all of the 173 previously described studies is that they focus only on beneficial mutations, which are far less 174 numerous then harmful mutations. KEIGHTLEY and OTTO (2006) used numerical analysis to 175 examine the case of genome-wide deleterious mutations and neutral modifiers of recombination. 176
They showed that this context led to relatively strong s e , with the strength of effective selection 177 on the neutral modifiers of recombination increasing with population size, owing to moresegregating polymorphism with increasing population size and hence more Hill-Robertson 179 interference. PALSSON (2002) showed that a recombination modifier can also be favored by 180 background selection on deleterious mutations in the context of very tightly linked groups of 181 selected sites. Collectively this body of theory indicates that neutral modifiers of recombination 182 can hitch a ride to higher gene frequency by reducing Hill-Robertson interference in their genetic 183 "neighborhood," and that this is feasible in populations with large or small N e . We will refer to 184 this "selection by association" for neutral recombination modifiers as the "hitchhiking effect". 185
In the following section we integrate into the established models of recombinational 186 hotspots the findings described above concerning preferred codons and genetic hitchhiking of 187 neutral modifiers of recombination. This integration leads to a new theoretical property of 188 hotspots: antagonistic coevolution between DSB-inducers and DSB-cut-sites. 189
190

THE MODEL 191
Consider a small chromosomal region that is located in an area with low recombination 192 (i.e., a "coldspot"). Because of the low recombination, negative linkage disequilibrium accrues 193 that interferes with the efficacy of natural selection (Hill-Robertson interference) in the coldspot. 194
Next consider a mutation that creates a nascent hotspot by inducing a DSB in the coldspot (we 195 will refer to the new mutation as a 'DSB-inducer' and the region that it cuts as the DSB-cut-196 region; Figure 2A ). The fate of the DSB-inducing mutation will be affected by drift and selection 197 on its genetic background, and also by biased gene conversion depending on the position of the 198 DSB inducer in relation to the DSB-cut-region ( Figure 2A) (½ -B) , where r H is the elevation in the rate of DSB for 205 the "hot" allele that is susceptible to being cut, compared to the "cold" allele, B is the probability 206 that a cut allele is transmitted to a gamete during meiosis. Let the joint effects, on the DSB-207 inducer, of both biased gene conversion and selection on genetic backgrounds be denoted by S*. upper-bound to the true value. Nonetheless, even modest levels of genetic hitchhiking can be 223 important. For example, suppose that a nascent DSB-inducer is generated in a population of size 224
1− e −4 N e S* fitness genetic backgrounds. Its subsequent probability of fixation by drift is its frequency after 226 becoming selectively neutral (0.01), which is 200-times higher than the probability of fixation of 227 a new neutral mutation (1/(2N)). As described in a later section, multiple hitchhiking events can 228 further increase the probability of fixation of a DSB-inducer. Below we discuss the 229 opportunities for a nascent DSB-inducer to rise to high frequency to create a hotspot, in relation 230 to its position in the DSB-cut-region. 231
232
Suicidal hotspots 233
When the DSB-inducer is located in cis and in the center of a very narrow DSB-cut-region, then 234 the exonuclease activity around the DSB cut site will always destroy the DNA coding for the 
Russian Roulette Hotspots 251
When the DSB-inducer and DSB-cut-region are in cis but not guaranteed to be overlapping, the 252 DSB-inducer will at least sometimes escape being destroyed by biased gene conversion. In this 253 case both biased gene conversion and selection on genetic backgrounds influence the fate of the 254
mutation, and S* = s e(GB) + s e(BGC) = s e(GB) -2r H (½ -B). Because of the hitchhiking effect, the 255
term s e(GB) will be positive, on average, and because of biased gene conversion near the DSB-cut-256 region, the term s e(BGC) will always be negative. The effective selection coefficients due to biased 257 gene conversion and genetic background are therefore opposing. 258
Empirical studies of hotspots indicate that gene conversion tracts (heteroduplex DNA) 259 tend to be i) short relative to the hotspot's total length, ii) stochastically distributed about the 260 center of the hotspot with steep declines in occurrence as distance from the center increases, and 261
iii) nearly always co-converted (via the long-patch nucleotide-excision-repair pathway -NER) to 262 the sequence of the uncut allele, including heteroduplex regions outside the location of 263 exonuclease activity (reviewed in (DE MASSY 2003) . These properties cause the probability of 264 biased gene conversion against a sequence located within a hotspot to drop rapidly with its 265 distance from the hotspot's center ( Figure 2A ). As a consequence, most DSB-inducers located 266 within a hotspot will not commit "suicide" when they induce a DSB, but will instead play 267 "Russian roulette," with the probability that there is a bullet in the pistol's active chamber 268 declining with the distance separating the DSB-inducer and the center of the hotspot. Even when 269 the DSB-inducer is located in the center of a hotspot it will be partially protected from biased 270 gene conversion when the DSB-cut-region is broad. In this case the DSB-inducer can sometimes 271 escape biased gene conversion because some DSBs will occur sufficiently far away so that the 272 DSB-inducer is not included in the heteroduplex DNA formed during recombination. In sum, 273 the biased gene conversion cost (s e(BGC) ) to a DSB-inducer that is located within a hotspot 274 depends importantly on its position: its accumulation is most strongly opposed by biased gene 275 conversion when it is centrally located within a narrow hotspot (A in Figure 2A ,B), but only 276 weakly opposed when located on the edge of a broad hotspot (A edge in Figure 2A, evaluate the feasibility that the hitchhiking effect is important in determining the fate of a 286 nascent DSB-inducer. To operate, the hitchhiking effect requires that there be ample, tightly-287 linked polymorphisms that influence fitness and create Hill-Robertson interference (which is 288 sensitive to moderate changes in effective population size). Fine-scale mapping of over 25,000 289 hotspots in the human genome indicated that most regions outside of hotspots recombine at a 290 very low level (except those located in heterochromatin) and that hotspots account for most 291 recombination (~80%). A hotspot will only breakdown interfering disequilibrium that occursis expected to accumulate Hill-Robertson interfering linkage disequilibrium due to its low 294 recombination rate. By shuffling the flanking sides of a hotspot, recombination can potentially 295 produce a higher-fitness haplotype (spanning the hotspot) that was formerly absent because of 296 interfering linkage disequilibrium between flank-right and flank-left, and on which a DSB-297 inducer can potentially hitch a ride to higher frequency. 298
Within the two flanks, polymorphism for mutations influencing fitness will be highest 299 when the selected sites are not easily fixed by selection or drift, i.e., when α = 4N e s, is not too 300 large or too small. When α < 0.25, genetic drift overpowers selection, and when α > 2.5 301 selection predominates over drift, so mutations between these limits (0.25 < α < 2.5) will be 302 maintained in mutation-selection-drift balance and provide most of the variation for genetic 303 hitchhiking of a nascent DSB-inducer (LI 1987; OHTA 1972; OHTA and KIMURA 1971) . This 304 constraint implies that the type of genetic variation (e.g., preferred codons, nonsynonymous 305 SNPs, etc.) providing an advantage to hotspots should differ between species with high vs. low 306
The constraint that (0.25 < α < 2.5) also implies that hotspots should be able to evolve in 308 species with very different N e . As N e changes, the requisite fitness variation between the flanks 309 of a hotspot (that is needed to fuel hitchhiking of nascent DSB-inducers) can be achieved by 310 changing the inter-hotspot interval (causing more or fewer selected sites within each flanking 311 region) or by changing the fitness effects of the constituent sites (e.g., preferred codons, weakly 312 selected non-synonymous SNPs, or more strongly selected non-synonymous SNPs, etc.). 313
Although both beneficial mutations and harmful mutations can contribute to the requisite fitness 314 variation of hotspot flanks, the higher abundance of harmful mutations (EYRE-WALKER andmutations the stronger factor. LOEWE and CHARLESWORTH (2007) combined theory and data 317 from African populations of D. melanogaster to show that harmful nonsynonymous mutations 318 can be sufficiently polymorphic to contribute substantially to Hill-Robertson interference within 319 individual genes, or groups of tightly linked genes, even when α >> 1 (as described in a later 320 section). 321
An interesting prediction of the hypothesis that hotspots evolve due to the hitchhiking 322 effect is that hotspots should be more evenly spaced than predicted by chance. This prediction is 323 a simple consequence of the fact that a nascent DSB-inducer mutation that occurs too close to 324 another hotspot will not have sufficient Hill-Robertson disequilibrium between its two flanks to 325 gain a substantial hitch to higher frequency. Lastly, a DSB-inducer can experience multiple 326 rounds of hitchhiking accumulation. Both flanking regions of a hotspot are expected to continue 327 to experience low levels of recombination due to the rarer recombination that occurs outside of 328 hotspots. This within-flanks recombination (as opposed to the between flanks recombination 329 produced by the DSB-inducer) will generate new fitness variation within each flanking region 330 that can fuel recurrent rounds of hitchhiking by the DSB-inducer. 331
A second prediction concerning the location of hotspots is that they should share 332 characteristics among species with similar N e . In species like yeast with very large N e , α = 4 N e s 333 may be too large for most non-neutral mutations to be maintained in mutation-selection-drift 334 balance, causing hotspots to be less common within clusters of strongly selected coding genes, as 335 reported by (PAL and HURST 2003) . So species with similar N e are predicted to have hotspots in 336 similar genetic regions, as measured by the strength of selection. Also, within a species the 337 density of hotspots should be correlated with the density of sites segregating for nearly neutral 338 mutations (0.25 < α < 2.5). 339
DSB-inducer outside the DSB-cut-region 341
A DSB-inducer can also occur in a region that is not within the DSB-cut-region. There are three 342 possibilities. The simplest case is a flanking, cis-acting DSB-inducer that is outside the DSB-343 cut-region (B in Figure 2A, B) . In this case, any benefits of a new mutation (creating a DSB-344 inducer) that are due to reduced Hill-Robertson interference (s e(GB) ) are unopposed by the cost of 345 biased gene conversion (s e(BGC) ), and the corresponding probability of fixation of the mutation, 346 all else being equal, will be higher. However, there is a cost to being outside the DSB cut-347 region, because in this case the DSB inducer can only recombine with the flanking site in which 348 it is not located. The other two possibilities involve trans-acting DSB-inducers that cut the other 349 homologous chromosome. When the DSB-inducer is located in the cold allele and outside the 350 Figure 2A, B) , the cis vs. trans-action has no consequence and the 351 effective selection coefficient (s e(GB) ) on the DSB-inducer is the same as case B in Figure 2A it is from the center of the DSB-cut-region, the greater the advantage. The DSB-inducer can 381 hitch a ride to higher frequency so long as it sometimes cuts neighboring DNA (or cuts the 382 homologous chromosome) and thereby avoids its guaranteed self-destruction. Once a DSB-383 inducer accumulates to substantial frequency, it selects for a DSB-cut-region that is resistant to 384 cutting, due to its advantage from biased gene conversion of the uncut chromosome. After aresistant DSB-cut-region accumulates, it leads to lower recombination and increased Robertson interference between its flanks, which sets the stage for a new DSB-inducer to invade 387 that can cut the extant, resistant DSB-cut-region -and the cycle of antagonistic coevolution 388 begins anew (Figure 3 selection at tightly-linked sites sufficiently strong that a realized response to selection is 417 manifest. This is the best evidence to date that the hitchhiking effect may be able to operate over 418 the short distances surrounding hotspots. 419
DSB-cut-region (D in
There is also recent evidence that selection is effective for preferred codons in species 
